Int'l Contemporary Art Show-Parabiosis

Parabiosis is a provocative contemporary art show of global importance. It is composed of images, videos, multimedia, mixed materials, digital interaction, short movies, theater performances, installations, performing art, painting, and text projects. The last phase of the show will be opened with 48 international artists at The Yangtze (Changjiang).

Contemporary Art Center on Nanbin Lu starting from 3pm on October 22nd until December 20th. The Changjiang Contemporary Art Center is about 300 meters next to the Landmark Riverside Shopping Park and Madame Tussaud's Museum. The artists are from China, Germany, France, Canada, Finland, New Zealand, etc.

Contemporary pieces by artists around the world are selected in order to free the public from the manipulation of the virtual reality, to explore the values of individuality. Their arts are beyond religions, races and nationalities.

Confronted with flood of information, the silent majority is complacent and indifferent of disasters such as terrorist attacks, wars, riots, nuclear expansions, stock market crashes, ozone depletion and biological mutation. The PARABIOSIS show should give them a shock.

The show is opened in three phases from January 23rd until December 22nd:

- Second phase: Regeneration-Expansion. April 16th, 2016 - June 20th, 2016

The opening ceremony will be held at 3PM on January 23rd, 2016 at the Yangtze (Changjiang) Contemporary Art Center at the Clock Tower on Nanbin Lu, across the Chaotianmen and Grand Theater. The Yangtze (Changjiang) Contemporary Art Center is the largest private art gallery in Chongqing.
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The second phase of the Parabiosis art show starts on April 16th and ends on June 20th.
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For taxi: 滕浩导弹广场 长寿当代艺术中心 (滕浩导弹100) The Yangtze (Changjiang) Contemporary Art Center

For bus: 338, 373, 375 to 两江春城 nanbin lu clock tower
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Hi,
Have you got the address of the venue in Chinese so a taxi driver would be able to get directions?
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